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Two Roads
Diverged…
The Road Not Taken
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;

by Robert Frost
Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.

PB&J or grilled cheese?
The red balloon,
or the yellow balloon?
Early decisions prepare children for bigger ones to come,
but how does one prepare for the true forks in the road:
The decisions that indeed shape futures, point an arrow
toward potential destiny, and create the path that affects
all points forward?

What if you’d taken the other path when two
roads diverged?
Think of the defining elements of your life: your current
job; a significant other; your home. How many pieces of
life came together to make each element your truth?

By Kathy Florence

Would those elements of life be the same if you hadn’t
run into a colleague who mentioned a new position he/
she had heard about? Or if you’d stayed home from the
party? Perhaps if you hadn’t made a wrong turn. If you’d
inadvertently deleted an email.
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In fact, any single, seemingly insignificant action can affect
all others even when we are simply moving through our
daily lives.

pursue the opportunity at Georgia Tech.”“I can reapply to the
Naval Academy next year, and even if that doesn’t work out, I
see great potential with the Georgia Tech and ROTC path.”

And then once in a while, we actually find ourselves standing at
the fork of two distinct paths, and the reality of how one choice
or the other will impact our future is forefront and real: Its
impact, frankly scary.

Harrison will be putting his focus on a degree in nuclear
engineering with an eye toward service with the Navy once
the degree is complete.

Our high school graduates stand at what
is often the first fork
Good practice for life’s choices — and often defining decisions
— begin with choice of school. Indeed, the first major fork
that one faces is the same that our St. Martin’s alumni from
the class of 2012 have found themselves at these last several
months: Choice of college.
Harrison Ray (SMES Class of ‘12), 2016 graduate of Pace
Academy, found the fork leading toward two amazing
opportunities, but neither was the amazing opportunity
he’d imagined.
“I’ve been interested in military service for quite a while,”
Harrison said. “But I’d recently come to the conclusion that I’d
like to be a part of the United States Navy.”
When college acceptances came in, he found scholarship
opportunities at West Point with a door wide open to a career
in the U. S. Army, and at Georgia Tech to join its revered
ROTC program.
But the Naval Academy? Wait-listed.
“I weighed the pros and cons with my
family, and had many conversations
with my dad, who is a West Point
graduate,” Harrison said. “But
I’ve made the decision to
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Twins Erin and Caroline Barnes (SMES Class of ‘12) had
shared the same high school and each selected Mount Vernon
Presbyterian School for its similarity in size and climate to St.
Martin’s. But when it was time to select a college, they each had
different ideas for both direction of major study and campus style.
Mount Vernon’s Senior Boot Camp held the week before senior
year, helped the students pair down school choices, prepare
drafts of admissions essays and set themselves up for the
application process.
“I want to pursue an engineering program, and Caroline is
interested in the arts. She’d like to be a photo journalist,” said
Erin. “I really wanted a large school with SEC football and
Caroline was open to smaller school options.”
After applying to seven schools, Erin narrowed down her
choices to Mississippi State, LSU and the University of
Georgia. She visited each and loved all three campuses.
“At that point, it came down to simply imagining myself at
each campus.”In the end, both girls selected the University of
Georgia, though they are ready and
prepared to separate for the
first time and will have
separate roommates
and likely separate
dorms.“I

thought about this decision for months, and for me, the right
decision just slowly came into focus,” added Erin. “I made my
decision in mid April and a few days later went to the Georgia
G-Day spring football game. I looked around the stadium,
along with 93,000 others all there for the University of
Georgia, and I knew I’d made the right choice.”

But sometimes, you have to take a step or
two down a path before the road shows
itself as the right one
Jill Florence (SMES Class of ‘04) had happily accepted her
place as a freshman at Texas A&M for the following fall, when
in the spring of 2008 a previously ignored option at Georgia
Tech pulled her right back into the college decision.
“My thinking changed for me during a conversation with my
uncle who pointed out the benefits of college contacts for
networking once it’s time to look for a job. Those contacts
would have been plentiful for Texas, but I knew I wanted to
return to Atlanta some day,” she said. “Suddenly, Georgia Tech
felt right after all.”
“I don’t think you ever get the luxury of knowing if you made
the right choice. I know I could have been happy either place,
but I’m very comfortable that my choice of Tech has led me to
where I should be.”
Jill has recently joined Newell Brands’ Atlanta office as an
associate on its Strategic Business Solutions team.

The stakes can be even greater
Often, it’s the career path itself that changes. And many times
there are years of invested college study and work following
one direction before a fork in the road presents itself, either for
a new opportunity or perhaps because the original plan didn’t
feel right after all.
Skeeter Lee, SMES’ recently retired middle school principal,
was pursuing a career in the insurance industry after college.
A career development program with a major firm allowed
him the opportunity for a four-day workweek, so he spent
weekends working at a youth camp in Vermont. When a
colleague pointed out his talent for working with kids, his first
reaction was to say, “but I don’t know anything about that.”
It was a simple, “You know more than you think you do” reply
that turned Lee’s sights toward a career in education.
For Early Childhood music teacher Mimi Deupree, raising a
family created a need for redirection. Her senior vice president
position at a bank required hiring a nanny for her two young
children. After replacing nannies several times, Deupree and
her husband re-thought their direction.
She left the high-ranking bank position, stayed home to raise
their children and then later pursued her love of music to
become a music teacher.
“It was the right decision for us and I
shared the formative years with my
children,” she said. “I’ve never
looked back.”
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Sometimes another person redirects
our path
For many educators, it’s the personal influence of a teacher
that directs them toward a career in teaching. For Middle
School teacher Thais Diaz, that impactful teacher was her
son’s. Because her son struggled with ADHD and a learning
disability in mathematics, Diaz was forced to change his
school. His new teacher empathized with Diaz’s family’s
challenges as she had a son with similar struggles.
“Mrs. Lawrence brought the joy of learning back to my son,”
she said. “I was so touched by her kindness and the positive
impact she had on him, that I decided to leave my career in
software technology and become a teacher.”
“I really wanted to be like Mrs. Lawrence. Ten years later and I
get to be around young minds all day and truly feel that I make
a difference every day,” she said.
Liza Suarez came to the United States from Colombia to
study English and return to her native country to become a
journalist and continue work in the public relations industry.
It was a chance meeting with a man who she couldn’t even
communicate with that changed her destiny.
“I knew very little English and he knew no Spanish, but he was
persuasive and I fell in love,” she said. “I followed my heart.”
After redirecting her path and graduating with a master’s
degree in human resources development at Georgia State
University, she was offered the opportunity to teach, so she
went back to school for a Spanish teaching certificate and
married the man who is now her husband.

“I would gladly repeat this journey again,” Suarez said. “My
family in Colombia is proud of my accomplishments and
thanks to technology, we get to see each other almost every
day. My destiny changed for good, and turned out to be better
than I ever thought.”
Journalism initially tempted Cathryn MacArthur, an alumni
from the Class of 2004 and a long-term substitute teacher at
St. Martin’s. After writing for school newspapers at St. Martin’s
and in high school, she entered Appalachian State University
with journalism in mind but changed her mind after the first
semester.
“I tried several options before graduating with a political
science degree, then went to Washington, D.C. to pursue
a career as a lobbyist. That didn’t seem right, so I tried city
planning and spent a year at UNC Charlotte,” she said. “It
wasn’t until I accepted a long-term teaching position at St.
Martin’s that I knew I wanted to be a teacher.”

The tools
What are the tools that St. Martin’s alumni and educators find
most helpful when making a big decision?
Pro and con lists, for one. Talking decisions through with a
valued friend or family member can help clear thoughts.
“I spent a long time talking with my dad,” said Harrison
Ray. “Our conversations helped me see an alternative path
to my goals.”
In business, decision-making exercises expand the pro and
con list to the PMI process: Scoring the Pluses, Minuses
and Intriguing aspects of each decision. Likewise, creating
a personal algorithm graphing possible outcomes, resource
costs and long-term options in a decision tree graph can be
helpful. Another option, a timeline that might graph possible
expectations for each choice.

Sometimes a simple leap of faith is the
best option
“I have thoroughly debated many decisions regarding career
and family in my life,” said SMES Director of Advancement
and External Affairs Tracy Ballot. “When I was presented the
option of moving to Atlanta — without a job, or friends there;
a place I’d never even visited — I thought, ‘What’s the worst
that can happen?’ It’s been 20 years since I made that decision
and I have absolutely no regrets.”
“I was petrified of making a mistake,” said Jill Florence. “I
realize now that we are rarely faced with paths that are right or
wrong. They are simply different, with different rewards along
the way.”
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